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ABSTRACT: Linear scaling relationships between the
adsorption energies of CO2 reduction intermediates pose a
fundamental limitation to the catalytic efficiency of transition-
metal catalysts. Significant improvements in CO2 reduction
activity beyond transition metals require the stabilization of
key intermediates, COOH* and CHO* or COH*, independ-
ent of CO*. Using density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, we show that the doped sulfur edge of MoS2
satisfies this requirement by binding CO* significantly weaker than COOH*, CHO*, and COH*, relative to transition-metal
surfaces. The structural basis for the scaling of doped sulfur edge of MoS2 is due to CO* binding on the metallic site (doping
metal) and COOH*, CHO*, and COH* on the covalent site (sulfur). Linear scaling relations still exist if all the intermediates
bind to the same site, but the combined effect of the two binding sites results in an overall deviation from transition-metal scaling
lines. This principle can be applied to other metal/p-block materials. We rationalize the weak binding of CO* on the sulfur site
with distortion/interaction and charge density difference analyses.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Electroreduction of CO2 in an efficient and selective manner
under ambient conditions would allow for the storage of energy
in carbon-based products from a range of renewable energy
resources.1 Currently, significant improvements for the catalytic
efficiency and selectivity are required to achieve a viable
transformation.2 Copper, the only transition-metal catalyst that
produces hydrocarbons at high Faradaic efficiency, requires an
overpotential of ∼1 V to produce a current density of 1 mA/
cm2.3 Gold catalysts are selective for CO production, but still
require an overpotential of more than 0.3 V with a current
density of 0.2 mA/cm2 at pH 7.4

Previous computational studies of CO2 reduction on
transition-metal surfaces have illustrated the linear scaling
relationship between the adsorption energies of the key CO2
reduction intermediates, COOH*, CO*, and CHO*.5 These
relations suggest that the key reduction intermediates, COOH*
and CHO*, cannot be stabilized independently of CO*.5 Such
a stabilization is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for a
low overpotential catalyst. The existence of activation barriers
can impose additional constraints. However, the existence of
these scaling relations is consistent with the persistent
overpotential observed in experiments and poses a fundamental
limitation to the catalytic efficiency of transition-metal catalysts
for CO2 electroreduction.

6

Our recent study has demonstrated that the active edge sites
of MoS2 and MoSe2 do not follow linear scaling between

COOH*/CHO* and CO*.7 These materials bind COOH*
and CHO* significantly stronger than CO*, which opens the
possibility for an improvement of the CO2 reduction activity, in
comparison to transition-metal surfaces.7c In addition, experi-
ments have shown that MoS2, in the presence of an
imidazolium ionic liquid, has superior CO2 reduction activity,
relative to nanostructured transition-metal catalysts.8

In this work, we use density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to investigate the scaling relations for various
doped MoS2. The dopant metal provides an additional
dimension to tune the scaling to design better catalysts. We
found the dual binding sites in these materials to be the
structural basis for breaking linear scaling, and the competition
between the two binding sites is studied through a distortion/
interaction model and electron density analysis.

Computational Details. MoS2 has a single layered, S−
Mo−S sandwich structure. Mo atoms are arranged in a
hexagonal lattice and in trigonal prismatic coordination with
two S layers. There are two types of edges in MoS2: an (1 ̅010)
edge, known as the sulfur edge, and an (101 ̅0) edge, known as
the molybdenum edge.7c,9 We have focused on the doping of
sulfur edge of MoS2, and a schematic of Ni-doped MoS2 is
shown in Figure 1. Experiments have shown that Fe-, Co-, Ni-,
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and Cu-doped MoS2 preferentially have the Mo atom at the
sulfur edge substituted10 and theoretical studies on doped
MoS2 clusters have showed that the sulfur edge is usually less
stable and more prone to doping.11

The layered MoS2 structures have an extra level of
complexity regarding the coverage of H and S under the
reaction conditions. We have determined the most stable
structures for each doped MoS2, and the most stable coverage
has θS = 0.5 in most cases, which are labeled with the doping
metal in the following figures. With certain dopants, two
coverages (θS = 0.5 and θS = 0.75) are similar in stability, in
which case both are considered. The label “Metal(1)” refers to
the doped MoS2 with θS = 0.5, and “Metal(2)” refers to the
doped MoS2 with θS = 0.75. Further details on coverage
determination are discussed in the Supporting Information.
DFT calculations were performed with the QUANTUM

ESPRESSO code12 and the BEEF-vdW exchange-correlation
functional,13 which was applied in a plane-wave ultrasoft
pseudopotential implementation. Plane-wave and density
cutoffs were 500 and 5000 eV, respectively, with a Fermi-
level smearing width of 0.1 eV and (2 × 2 × 1) k-point
sampling, based on convergence tests from previous work.7d

For Fe-doped MoS2, the plane-wave and density cutoffs were
800 and 8000 eV, respectively. The calculated lattice constant
for MoS2 was a = 3.21 Å, in agreement with experimental
results (a = 3.16 Å).14 We used a unit cell to include four Mo
atoms wide in the x- and y-directions, with a single layer of
MoS2. Periodic boundary conditions were applied and 11 and 9
Å of vacuum were used on the planes and edges, respectively.
All structures were relaxed until all force components were
<0.05 eV Å−1. Spin-polarized calculations were performed for
the Cr-, Co-, Fe-, Mn-, and Ni-doped cases. Further calculation
details are given in the Supporting Information.
Binding energies of all reaction intermediates were

constructed using the computational hydrogen electrode
(CHE) model.15 This model provides a simple and
straightforward approach to account for the influence of
potential on the free-energy changes, without the explicit
consideration of solvent, applied potential, or solvated protons,
which are very challenging to treat atomistically.16 Further
details regarding the use of CHE are included in the Supporting
Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Binding Energies of *COOH, *CO, *CHO, and *COH

on Doped MoS2. Generally, the initial reduction steps of CO2
have the highest limiting potentials, so the binding energies of
COOH*, CO*, and CHO* determine the limiting potential
and the overall reaction rate.6,7c On transition-metal surfaces,
the intermediates bind through the same site, and a linear
scaling relationship exists among binding energies. This scaling
severely limits the minimum achievable overpotential in CO2
reduction.17 As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the scaling

relationships on transition-metal (111) and (211) surfaces
suggest that one cannot stabilize COOH* or CHO*,
independent of CO*. Assuming CO* to CHO* to be the
limiting step for CO2 reduction to hydrocarbons, the limiting
potential is overlaid in Figure 3. This figure shows the dramatic
reduction in limiting potential that can be achieved with
catalysts that break transition-metal scaling by stabilizing
CHO* more than CO*.
While the limiting potential is only a thermodynamic

measure and does not necessarily reflect the kinetic barrier,
our previous studies have shown that the limiting potential to
be consistent with the trends in activity for CO2 reduction on
transition metals,5 as well as the onset potential for the
formation of CO2 reduction products on Cu.18 We attribute
this agreement to the scaling between activation and reaction
energies for surface reactions.19 Trends in H2 evolution activity
are also consistent with the limiting potential of H2 on both
transition metals and MoS2.

9a,20 Therefore, catalysts with low
limiting potentials relative to existing transition-metal catalysts
should have the possibility of a higher CO2 reduction activity.
As shown in Figures 2 and 3, doped MoS2 do not follow the

linear scaling relationship of pure metal surfaces, and the scatter
allows some of the doped MoS2 to approach the desired region

Figure 1. Doped sulfur edge in the stripe model of Ni-doped MoS2.
The box shows the periodic unit cell used in the calculations.

Figure 2. Binding energies Eb(COOH) vs Eb(CO) for the doped
sulfur edge of MoS2, as well as the transition-metal (111) and (211)
scaling relations. The vertical dotted lines indicate the Eb(CO) value at
which an isolated CO* is in equilibrium with 0.01 bar of gaseous CO.
The catalysts to the right of this line bind CO weakly and are expected
to be selective for CO production; the catalysts to the left should
further reduce adsorbed CO to hydrocarbons and/or alcohols.
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of high efficiency for CO2 reduction. Among the various
dopants, Ni is the most promising candidate, in terms of scaling
and low cost.
In addition, we have examined the scaling relationships

between COH* and CO* on transition-metal surfaces and
doped MoS2, and the results are shown in Figure 4. Similar to
CHO*, COH* also does not scale linearly with CO*. COH*
generally binds the surface through the bridging site between

the doping metal and sulfur. Similar to that observed in
transition metals, COH* is generally much less stable than
CHO* for various doped MoS2 and does not play an important
role in determining the CO2 reduction kinetics for these
dopants (Figure 5).

Free-Energy Surfaces of CO2 Reduction with Ni- and
Co-doped MoS2. To confirm that the optimal binding of the
CO, CHO, and/or COOH reduction intermediates leads to
improved catalytic performance, we also studied the free-energy
changes of the entire CO2 reduction catalytic cycles with two of
the best nonprecious metal dopants, nickel and cobalt. Figure 6
shows the free-energy surface for CO2 reduction on the Ni-
doped sulfur edge of MoS2. Because the nickel dopant breaks
the CO−CHO scaling significantly, this step is only uphill by
0.12 eV. With this catalyst, the potential-limiting step is CHO
to formaldehyde, and the overpotential of the entire catalytic
cycle is only 0.28 eV, which is much lower than those of pure
transition-metal surfaces. As shown in Figure 7, the cobalt
dopant also has a facile CO-to-CHO step. This again changes
the potential-limiting step, and the CO2-to-COOH step limits
the overall efficiency of the entire catalytic cycle. The
overpotential with the Co dopant is 0.54 eV, which is still
lower than those of pure transition-metal surfaces. Therefore,
although the limiting potential is not always determined by the
CO-to-CHO step, targeting the CO−CHO scaling, in this case,
is a viable strategy to achieve better CO2 catalysis, in terms of
computational screening and catalyst design. The resultant
limiting potential for MoS2 with Ni and Co dopants are both
lower than those of pure transition-metal surfaces, leading to an
improved catalytic efficiency.

Selectivity between CO2 Reduction and Hydrogen
Evolution. In addition to efficiency, we also evaluated a rough
measure of the selectivity between CO2 reduction and
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) of these materials; the
results are shown in Figure 8. The limiting potential of CO,
which is denoted as UL(CO), defines the overall efficiency of
CO2 reduction to more-reduced products beyond CO, thus
representing the activity of CO2 reduction. Similarly, the
limiting potential of H2, which is denoted as UL(H2), represents
the activity of HER. Therefore, the difference between UL(CO)
and UL(H2), UL(CO) − UL(H2), suggests the selectivity
between CO2 reduction and HER. While a rigorous analysis of
selectivity requires consideration of barriers the resultant
kinetics, this limiting potential approach has been shown to
be consistent with the trends in selectivity of CO2 reduction
versus HER on transition metals.5c Using this simple analysis,
nickel is suggested to be the most selective and reactive among
all nonprecious metal dopants. In addition, the stability of Ni-
doped sulfur edge of MoS2 is evaluated through the
thermodynamics of vacancy formation via dissociation of
COS, and is discussed in the Supporting Information.21

How Doped MoS2 Breaks Linear Scaling among CO2
Reduction Intermediates. The dual binding sites of the
doped MoS2 create the structural basis for its unorthodox
scaling relationship. Unlike pure transition-metal surfaces, these
metal/p-block materials provide two different binding sites for
the CO2 reduction intermediates: a metallic site (dopant metal)
for CO* and a covalent site (sulfur) for COOH* and CHO*,
as shown in Figure 9.22 Therefore, during the reduction from
CO* to CHO*, the reaction intermediate switches from metal
sites to S sites, and a significant stabilization of the CHO* is
achieved. This is the key difference between the pure transition-
metal surfaces and MoS2.

Figure 3. Binding energies Eb(CHO) vs Eb(CO) for the doped sulfur
edge of MoS2, as well as the transition-metal (111) and (211) scaling
relations. The colorful contour plot represents the limiting potential of
the CO*-to-CHO* step.

Figure 4. Binding energies Eb(COH) vs Eb(CO) for the doped sulfur
edge of MoS2, as well as the transition-metal (111) and (211) scaling
relations.
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To illustrate the structural basis of the unique scaling, the

scaling relationships between intermediates bound to the same

site are shown in Figures 10 and 11. All adsorbate

configurations have been relaxed to local minima corresponding

to the site considered. In this case, linear scaling relationships

do exist. The linear scaling relationships for the metallic site are

highlighted in green and is worse for CO2 activity, relative to

the scaling on transition-metal (111) and (211) surfaces. The

Figure 5. Binding energies Eb(CHO) vs Eb(COH) for the doped sulfur edge of MoS2.

Figure 6. Free-energy changes of CO2 reduction catalytic cycle on the Ni-doped sulfur edge of MoS2 at the applied potential of 0 V.
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linear scaling relationships for the sulfur site are highlighted in
red, and shows a much weaker binding energy for CO*, relative
to COOH* and CHO*.
Interestingly, the scalings on the metallic and sulfur sites have

significantly different slopes. This difference can be rationalized
using our previous study on the scaling behavior of transition-

metal surfaces.23 The available valency of the adsorbate
determines the slope of the scaling. Binding to the metallic
site is similar to the binding of a transition-metal surface since
the major interactions are through the metallic atom, and
COOH, CO, and CHO have similar available valency. This
suggests that the scaling relationship should have a slope of ∼1,

Figure 7. Free-energy changes of CO2 reduction catalytic cycle on the Co-doped sulfur edge of MoS2 at the applied potential of 0 V.

Figure 8. Difference between limiting potentials of CO and H2 (thermodynamic indicator of selectivity) versus the limiting potential of CO for CO
reduction on the variously doped sulfur edge of MoS2.
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which is consistent with the results in Figures 10 and 11; the
slope of Eb(COOH) vs Eb(CO) is 1.16 and the slope of

Eb(CHO) vs Eb(CO) is 0.77. When binding to the sulfur site,
the slopes of both scaling lines are very small. Eb(CO) does not
change significantly vs Eb(COOH) or Eb(CHO) (red lines in
Figures 10 and 11). This can also be rationalized in the same
way. The adsorption of COOH, CO, CHO on the sulfur site
can considered as adsorption of SCOOH, SCO, SCHO on the
dopant metal defect. SCOOH and SCO both have a valency of
1, while SCO has a valency of zero. Therefore, the slopes of the
Eb(SCOOH) vs Eb(SCO) and Eb(SCHO) vs Eb(SCO) scaling
lines should both be very low. As shown in Figures 10 and 11
(red lines), the slope of Eb(COOH) vs Eb(CO) on a sulfur site
has a slope of 0.28, and that for Eb(CHO) vs Eb(CO) is 0.37.
Because of these two dramatically slopes, the strongest binding
energies for the adsorbates generally shift away from transition-
metal scaling and toward the desired region of high efficiency
for CO2 reduction.

Binding Analysis of CO*. To rationalize the weak binding
of CO on the sulfur site, a distortion/interaction model24 and
electron density analysis are applied to the CO adsorption of
the sulfur edge, using Ni-doped MoS2 as an example. The
adsorption of CO on the metallic site is 0.25 eV weaker than
the adsorption on sulfur site. As shown in Figures 12 and 13,
we separate the CO adsorption energy into four terms:

(1) The distortion energy of CO, which is denoted as
Edist(CO) and is defined as the energy difference between
the ground state of CO and its distorted geometry in the
adsorbed slab. Edist(CO) quantifies the geometric change
of CO upon the adsorption.

(2) The distortion energy of the slab, which is denoted as
Edist(slab) and is defined as the energy difference
between the energy of the bare slab and its distorted
geometry in the adsorbed slab. Edist(slab) quantifies the
geometric change of the slab upon the adsorption.

(3) The interaction energy, which is denoted as Eint and is
defined as the energy difference between the adsorbed
slab and the separate distorted fragments (slab and CO).
Eint describes the strength of the interaction between the
distorted CO and the distorted slab.

(4) The solvation energy correction for the adsorbed CO,
which is Esol, as determined in previous work.5a

Therefore,

= + + +E E E E E(CO) (CO) (slab)b dist dist int sol

The distortion/interaction analysis shows that the distortion
of the slab is the primary contributor to the 0.25 eV difference
in binding energy between the sulfur and metallic site.
Edist(slab) = 0.99 eV for CO adsorption on the sulfur site,
while it only requires 0.50 eV distortion of the slab for CO to
adsorb on the metallic site. Such change in the slab distortion is
related to the S−Ni bond of the sulfur edge in the Ni-doped
MoS2. Upon adsorption on the sulfur site, CO forms a “SCO”
moiety, which is isoelectronic with CO2. This closed-shell
species binds weakly to the rest of the slab, weakening the
existing Ni−S bond of the sulfur edge, and significant energy is
required for this distortion. In contrast, CO adsorption on the
metallic site creates a “NiCO” moiety, and this open-shell
moiety binds the rest of the slab stronger than “SCO”, and less
distortion is required for CO adsorption on the metallic site.
A similar distortion/interaction argument can be applied to

rationalize the scaling of Eb(CO) vs Eb(CHO) of the sulfur site
of doped MoS2. Compared to the “SCO” moiety of the CO
adsorption, the adsorption of *CHO creates a “SCHO” open-

Figure 9. Binding configurations of CO* and CHO* on the Ni-doped
sulfur edge of MoS2. CHO* binds to the bridging S atoms, whereas
CO* binds to the Ni atoms.

Figure 10. Binding energies Eb(COOH) vs Eb(CO) for the metal and
sulfur site of doped sulfur edge of MoS2, as well as the transition-metal
(111) and (211) scaling relations.

Figure 11. Binding energies Eb(CHO) vs Eb(CO) for the metal and
sulfur site of doped sulfur edge of MoS2, as well as the transition-metal
(111) and (211) scaling relations.
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shell moiety, isoelectronic with *OCHO, and this open-shell
species binds stronger to the slab than the closed-shell “SCO”
moiety. Indeed, the distortion of slab for the *CHO adsorption
on the sulfur site is only 0.27 eV, which is significantly less than
the 0.99 eV slab distortion for the corresponding CO
adsorption.
To illustrate the change in the strength of the Ni−S bond, we

calculate charge density difference isosurfaces calculated using
the densities of SCHO* and SCO* as adsorbate references:

ρ ρ ρ ρΔ = + − −(surf ads) (ads) (surf) (1)

Figure 14 shows that the electron density of the neighboring
S−Ni bond increases (blue regions) with the adsorption of
*CHO, which is consistent with the postulated strong
interaction between the open-shell “SCHO” moiety and the

rest of the slab. In contrast, electron density (red) decreases in

the Ni−S region with the adsorption of *CO. This confirms
our hypothesis that the closed-shell “SCO” weakens the

interaction in the slab, leading to high distortion and low

adsorption energy.
The nature of the bonds formed at the S and M site are

illustrated using the CO* and CHO* densities as adsorbate

references in eq 1, and are shown in Figure 15. When CHO*
and CO* bind to the sulfur site, s-bond formation to the S is

observed. Where CO* binds to the Ni, s-donation from the

carbon as well as p-back bonding to the p* CO orbital

characteristic of CO−metal bonds.

Figure 12. Distortion/interaction analysis of CO adsorption on sulfur site of Ni-doped MoS2.

Figure 13. Distortion/interaction analysis of CO adsorption on metallic site of Ni-doped MoS2.
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■ CONCLUSIONS
Improved catalytic activity of CO2 reduction beyond existing
transition-metal surfaces requires the breaking of the linear
scaling relations between the binding energies of reduction
intermediates. We have found doped MoS2 to show significant

deviations from transition-metal scaling in the direction of
improved CO2 reduction activity. The deviation from
transition-metal scaling arises from the metal and sulfur binding
sites. These two sites create two different linear scaling
relationships: one for the dopant metal and another for sulfur.
When the strongest binding site for each adsorbate is
considered, the CO* binding energy is significantly weaker
than that of COOH* or CHO*. This trend results in an overall
deviation from the linear scaling on pure transition-metal
surfaces. This principle should apply to other metal/p-block
materials, where two binding sites are available. Distortion/
interaction and electron density analysis showed the origins of
the scaling relations on the sulfur site. When CO binds to the
sulfur site, it creates a close-shell “SCO” moiety, which weakens
the neighboring S−Ni bond and increases the distortion of slab.
In contrast, CHO* binding creates an open-shell “SCHO”
moiety, and strong neighboring S−Ni interactions can still be
maintained, leading to only a small distortion energy. Charge
density difference isosurfaces showed the corresponding change
of electron density on the slab upon the CO and CHO
adsorption. The weakening of the S−Ni bond is associated with
decreasing electron density, while CHO adsorption increases
the electron density of the neighboring S−Ni region.
Generally, favorable thermochemical reaction energies are a

necessary but not sufficient condition for a viable catalyst.
Therefore, the determination of kinetic proton−electron
transfer barriers and selectivities is critical for future catalyst
design. These are subjects of ongoing research in our
laboratory.
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Figure 14. Charge density isosurfaces upon CHO* and CO*
adsorption on the sulfur site of Ni-doped MoS2, using SCHO* and
SCO* as references. The purple region represents the negative charge
density difference of −0.008 e Bohr−1, and red region represents the
positive charge density difference of +0.008 e Bohr−1.

Figure 15. Charge density isosurfaces upon CHO* and CO* adsorption on the sulfur site of Ni-doped MoS2, using CHO* and CO* as references.
The purple region represents the negative charge density difference of −0.005 e Bohr−1, and red region represents the positive charge density
difference of +0.005 e Bohr−1.
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